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a b s t r a c t 

A Dione O 2 and CO 2 exosphere of similar composition and density to Rhea’s is confirmed by Cassini 

spacecraft Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) flyby data. INMS results from three Dione and two Rhea 

flybys show exospheric spatial and temporal variability indicative of seasonal exospheres, modulated by 

winter polar gas adsorption and desorption at the equinoxes. Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) pickup 

ion fluxes also show exospheric structure and evolution at Rhea consistent with INMS, after taking into 

consideration the anticipated charge exchange, electron impact, and photo-ionization rates. Data-model 

comparisons show the exospheric evolution to be consistent with polar frost diffusion into the surface 

regolith, which limits surface exposure and loss of the winter frost cap by sputtering. Implied O 2 source 

rates of ∼45(7) × 10 21 s −1 at Dione(Rhea) are ∼50(300) times less than expected from known O 2 radi- 

olysis yields from ion-irradiated pure water ice measured in the laboratory, ruling out secondary sput- 

tering as a major exospheric contributor, and implying a nanometer scale surface refractory lag layer 

consisting of concentrated carbonaceous impurities. We estimate ∼30:1(2:1) relative O 2 :CO 2 source rates 

at Dione(Rhea), consistent with a stoichiometric bulk composition below the lag layer of 0.01(0.13) C 

atoms per H 2 O molecule, deriving from endogenic constituents, implanted micrometeoritic organics, and 

(in particular at Dione) exogenous H 2 O delivery by E-ring grains. Impact deposition, gardening and va- 

porization may thereby control the global O 2 source rates by fresh H 2 O ice exposure to surface radiolysis 

and trapped oxidant ejection. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

Radiolytic oxygen and carbon dioxide exospheres have been ob-

erved remotely at several Solar System icy satellites, with O 2 de-

ected at the Galilean satellites Ganymede and Europa ( Hall et al.,

998; McGrath et al., 2013; Saur et al., 2011 ), and O 2 and CO 2 iden-

ified at Callisto ( Carlson, 1999; Cunningham et al., 2015 ). Extrap-

lating to the Saturn system, Sittler et al. (2004 ) and Saur and

trobel (2005 ) made the first exospheric estimates at the large

aturnian icy satellites, and CAPS magnetospheric ( Martens et al.,

008 ) and pickup ion data ( Jones et al., 2009 ) gave indications of

 possible Rhea exospheric source shortly after Cassini’s arrival. In

010 Cassini INMS ( Waite et al., 2004 ) performed the first direct

ampling of a radiolytic icy satellite exosphere during the close

100 km) north polar R2 Rhea flyby, and verified the existence of

n O 2 :CO 2 exosphere ( Teolis et al., 2010a ). The molecular oxygen

ay be ejected following radiolysis through surface ice radiation
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +0012105225975. 
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hemistry by impinging solar UV photons and magnetospheric par-

icles ( Johnson et al., 2013; Teolis et al., 2009 ), while CO 2 may be

ynthesized by radiolysis of water-derived O atoms with endogenic

nd/or implanted organics ( Clark et al., 2008; Cruikshank et al.,

010 ). The R2 flyby trajectory across Rhea’s polar terminator en-

bled both the day and night hemispheres to be sampled, revealing

hat CO 2 was concentrated over the dayside; a finding consistent

ith a ‘sticky’ exosphere adsorbed onto cold night side and polar

errains. Recently Simon et al. (2011 ) have attributed Dione mag-

etic field signatures to an exosphere, and Tokar et al. (2012 ) have

dentified O 2 
+ pickup ions (PUI) from Dione CAPS spectra, thereby

onfirming an exospheric O 2 source. 

In this paper we analyze Cassini’s 72 km Rhea south po-

ar encounter (R3) on 11 Jan 2011, and the 99 km equato-

ial Dione flyby (D3) on 12 Dec 2011 ( Table 1 ), during which

NMS again detected O 2 and CO 2 exospheres of similar den-

ity and composition at both bodies ( Teolis and Waite, 2012 ).

he INMS data show that Dione’s exosphere, like Rhea’s, is

lso concentrated over the dayside hemisphere ( Fig. 1 ). The

NMS Dione neutral densities ( ∼1(3) × 10 10 O 2 (CO 2 )/m 

3 at the

9 km flyby altitude) are below the Cassini Magnetometer (MAG)
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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Table 1 

Dione and Rhea flyby observations. 

Flyby Body Date UTC Speed Alt Detection Species References Description 

D1 Dione 11-Oct-05 17:52:00 9.12 km/s 500 km MAG – Simon et al. (2011 ) Upstream southern flux tube, Saturn inbound. 

R1 Rhea 26-Nov-05 22:37:38 7.28 500 CAPS CO 2 
+ Teolis et al. (2010), 

This work 

Equatorial wake, toward night side, Saturn inbound. 

R1.5 Rhea 30-Aug-07 01:18:55 6.76 5725 CAPS CO 2 
+, O- This work Northern wake, toward night side, Saturn outbound. 

R2 Rhea 2-Mar-10 17:40:36 8.58 100 INMS O 2 , CO 2 Teolis et al. (2010), 

This work 

Low altitude, north polar, toward day side, Saturn 

inbound. 

D2 Dione 7-Apr-10 05:16:11 8.34 500 CAPS O 2 
+ Tokar et al. (2012 ) Equatorial wake, toward day side, Saturn inbound. 

R3 Rhea 11-Jan-11 04:53:25 8.05 72 INMS O 2 This Work Low altitude, south polar, toward day side, Saturn 

outbound. 

D3 Dione 12-Dec-11 09:39:23 8.73 99 INMS O 2 , CO 2 This Work Low altitude, equatorial wake, toward day side, Saturn 

outbound. CAPS offline. 

R4 Rhea 9-Mar-13 18:17:26 9.29 996 – none This work South-to-north, over anti-Saturn night side. CAPS 

offline. Altitude too high, and pointing poor, for 

INMS: Non-detection 

D4 Dione 16-Jun-15 20:11:52 7.32 516 INMS O 2 This work North polar, toward night side, Saturn outbound. CAPS 

offline. 

D5 Dione 17-Aug-15 18:33:25 6.45 476 – none This work North polar, toward night side, Saturn inbound. CAPS 

offline. 

Fig. 1. (A) The Dione and Rhea O 2 and CO 2 exospheric densities measured by 

Cassini INMS versus distance (in planetary radii) from closest approach (dashed 

line) along the night-to-day R2, R3 and D3 trajectories (shown on right). The data 

are un-binned, such that single counts are visible. INMS measured the neutral gas 

ram flux encountered by the spacecraft with 2 π steradians FOV on all flybys. We 

have used the newly updated INMS calibration model ( Teolis et al., 2015 ), correcting 

for spacecraft speed and pointing, to estimate the densities. Time increases left to 

right in the plots, with Cassini moving from the night to the day side hemisphere 

on all flybys. As shown, the exospheric profiles are concentrated (especially for CO 2 ) 

over the dayside when equivalent inbound–outbound altitudes are compared. Lines: 

exosphere model results. (B) Exospheric data (Top, Center: raw counts converted 

to density, Bottom: binned/background subtracted) from the recent Dione northern 

high (516 km) altitude (day-to-night) D4 and D5 flybys, showing the detection of 

O 2 but not CO 2 at D4, and the non-detection of either species at D5. Time increases 

left to right with Cassini moving from the day to the night side hemisphere on both 

flybys. 
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based estimate (8 × 10 11 molecules/m 

3 ( Simon et al., 2011 )), but

within the range of O 2 surface density (0.6–5 × 10 10 O 2 /m 

3 

( Tokar et al., 2012 )) implied by CAPS. INMS has also detected O 2 

during the recent Dione north polar flyby (D4) on 16 Jun 2015, al-
eit at lower ( ∼0.05 × 10 10 O 2 /m 

3 ) density ( Fig. 1 b) due to the high

516 km) flyby altitude. The existence of exospheres with compa-

able densities and compositions at Dione and Rhea suggests that

imilar physical processes drive their exospheres, since these bod-

es have sufficient mass (1.1 and 2.3 × 10 21 kg, respectively) to re-

ain the neutral gas, and both orbit in the inner magnetosphere at

.3 and 8.8 R S , where their surfaces are subject to similar mag-

etospheric particle fluxes ( ∼9(15), 36(10), 48(73) × 10 26 eV/s from

ater group ions, protons and electrons at Dione(Rhea), as esti-

ated from Table 3 references). The direct capture and analysis of

he neutral gas by INMS, performed at different times and loca-

ions around two icy bodies of similar size, mass and composition,

ave provided a first of its kind opportunity to sample in situ at

n icy satellite the composition, spatial distribution and temporal

volution of the radiolytic exosphere. 

. Results 

The INMS data ( Fig. 1 ) show major variations in gas density and

omposition ( 1 ) spatially along Cassini’s trajectory (2) and tempo-

ally between flybys. The CO 2 and O 2 densities are asymmetrical

bout Cassini’s closest approach points at both Dione and Rhea,

ith higher densities consistently observed over the daysides of

oth satellites on all flybys when equivalent inbound–outbound al-

itudes are compared. The day–night difference is consistent with

urface thermal adsorption, which sequesters more molecules onto

he colder night side and polar regions. CO 2 is less volatile than

 2 (with 236 and 90 K boiling points, respectively), which may ac-

ount for the more pronounced day–night asymmetry in the CO 2 

ata compared to O 2 . 

However the south polar R3 flyby presents a puzzle, as much

ess gas was detected than the earlier 100 km R2 north polar flyby,

espite the similar polar geometry of both encounters and the

ower 72 km R3 flyby altitude . As shown in Fig. 1 INMS detected

2 × 10 10 CO 2 per m 

3 over the Rhea north pole at R2, but then

id not detect CO 2 at R3 above an upper limit of 0.7 × 10 10 m 

−3 .

hermal adsorption, as implied by the CO 2 exospheric day/night

symmetry, may be responsible for the lack of CO 2 over Rhea’s

outhern latitudes, which are presently cooling as the Saturn sys-

em approaches southern winter. More difficult to explain at Rhea

s the lack of O 2 in the south: ∼0.5, versus ∼5 × 10 10 m 

−3 in the

orth ( Fig. 1 ), since O 2 is more volatile than CO 2 . 

To shed light on these questions we applied a Monte Carlo

ollisionless exosphere code to model the Dione and Rhea exo-

pheres, including the surface adsorption effects as implied by the
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Table 2 

Summary of techniques incorporated into our exospheric modeling, and examples of previous applications to other Solar System bodies. References: ( 1 ) ( Cassidy, 2008; 

Cassidy et al., 2007; Plainaki et al., 2010; Plainaki et al., 2012; Shematovich et al., 2005; Smyth and Marconi, 2006 ), (2) ( Marconi, 2007; Plainaki et al., 2015 ), (3) ( Vorburger 

et al., 2015 ), ( 4) ( Teolis et al., 2010a ), ( 5) ( Burger et al., 2010; Crider and Vondrak, 20 0 0; Killen et al., 2012; Shim, 2001 ), ( 6) ( Paige et al., 2010; Siegler et al., 2012 ), 

( 7) ( Paige et al., 2012 ). 

Technique How used References 

Monte Carlo exosphere Position and temperature-dependent surface source distribution, particles “hop” around Moon on ballistic 

trajectories, loss processes included: Jeans escape, ionization, dissociation, charge exchange . Gives altitude 

profile, spatial distribution of surface sputter products. 

At icy satellites: Europa 

(1) Ganymede (2) 

Callisto (3) Rhea ( 4) 

“Sticky” exosphere 

models. 

Monte Carlo model same as above, except molecules allowed to stick transiently on surface for 

temperature-dependent time. Requires surface temperature model versus time, accounting for planet 

rotation. 

Moon ( 5) 

Thermal and gas 

adsorption and 

diffusion 

Solar illumination and shadowing, subsurface heat diffusion considered to produce temperature map versus 

position and depth. Thermal results used to predict gas diffusion, trapping versus position and depth. 

Moon ( 6) Mercury ( 7) 

Table 3 

Average exospheric O 2 loss rates (units 10 −8 /s/molecule), estimated as explained in the Appendix . Solar rates (quiet 

/ active Sun outside/inside parentheses) directly from Huebner et al. (1992) scaled to 9.6 A.U: we applied quiet (ac- 

tive) rates at R1,R1.5,R2,R3,D3 (D4,D5) consistent with solar activity on those dates. Ion and electron rates estimated 

by convolving published energy-dependent cross sections and Cassini CAPS/MIMI plasma flux-versus-energy spec- 

tra, see Appendix . For total loss rate estimates ( Table 4 ) we treat O + as a proxy for magnetospheric “water group”

ions consisting of O + , OH 

+ , H 2 O 
+ , and H 3 O 

+ ( Wilson et al., 2010 ). References: ( 1 ) ( Dialynas et al., 2009; Thomsen et 

al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2010 ), (2) ( Schippers et al., 2008 ), (3) ( Huebner et al., 1992 ), (4) ( Itikawa, 

2008 ), (5) ( Luna et al., 2005 ), (6) ( Sieglaff et al., 2000 ), (7) ( Cabrera-Trujillo et al., 2004; Williams et al., 1984 ). 

Loss channel Rhea Dione References 

cross sections Flux spectra 

O + + O 2 → O + O 2 
+ 0 .68 1 .5 5, 6 1 

O + + O 2 → O + O + + O 0 .24 0 .54 5, 6 1 

O + + O 2 → O + 2O + + e 0 .023 0 .041 5, 6 1 

O + + O 2 → O + O ++ + O + e 0 .0 0 03 0 .0 0 012 5, 6 1 

O + +O 2 → O + +O 2 
+ +e 0 .11 0 .28 5, 6 1 

O + +O 2 → O + +O + +O+e, O + +O 2 → O + +2O + +2e 0 .072 0 .058 5, 6 1 

O + +O 2 → O + +O ++ +O+2e 0 .0081 0 .0064 5, 6 1 

H 

+ + O 2 → H + O 2 
+ 0 .59 1 .1 5, 7 1 

H 

+ + O 2 → H + O + + O 0 .032 0 .062 5, 7 1 

H 

+ + O 2 → H + 2O + + e 0 .0084 0 .018 5, 7 1 

H 

+ + O 2 → H + O ++ + O + e 0 .0 0 04 0 .0012 5, 7 1 

H 

+ +O 2 → H 

+ +O 2 
+ +e 0 .018 0 .044 5, 7 1 

H 

+ +O 2 → H 

+ +O + +O+e, H 

+ +O 2 → H 

+ +2O + +2e 0 .018 0 .041 5, 7 1 

H 

+ +O 2 → H 

+ +O ++ +O+2e 0 .018 0 .041 5, 7 1 

e + O 2 → O 2 
+ + 2e 2 .2 0 .55 4 2 

e + O 2 → O + + O + 2e, e + O 2 → 2O + + 3e 0 .95 0 .19 4 2 

e + O 2 → O ++ + O + 3e, e + O 2 → 2O ++ + 5e 0 .011 0 .0013 4 2 

e + O 2 → O + O + e 0 .89 0 .42 4 2 

e + O 2 → O + O − 0 .0022 0 .0058 4 2 

v + O 2 → O(3P) + O(3P) 0 .081(0.120) 0 .081(0.120) 3 

v + O 2 → O(3P) + O(1D) 2 .2(3.5) 2 .2(3.5) 3 

v + O 2 → O(1S) + O(1S) 0 .022(0.053) 0 .022(0.053) 3 

v + O 2 → O 2 
+ + e 0 .26(0.66) 0 .26(0.66) 3 

v + O 2 → O + O + + e 0 .061(0.192) 0 .061(0.192) 3 

Jeans Escape 13 38 

TOTAL 22(24) 46(48) 
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NMS flyby data; Table 2 summarizes the modeling techniques

nd their application at other Solar System bodies. The model

racked (in 150 s time steps) the ballistic trajectories of O 2 and CO 2 

olecules ejected with a cosine angular distribution of flux from

andom surface source locations , with a constant latitude/longitude

ependent surface source distribution (predominantly radioly-

is/sputtering by ions) according to the model described by

eolis et al. (2010b) . The molecules were ejected with a 30/70%

ixed sputter/thermalized distribution of speeds as appropriate for

olatile sputtering from a surface regolith ( Cassidy and Johnson,

005 ). We neglected intermolecular collisions since the molecular

ean free path is still ∼30 0 0 km, even at the maximum Dione and

hea surface gas densities ( ∼10 12 molecules/m 

3 , see below), which

s still much greater than the mean flight path ( 420(320) km for

ione(Rhea) O 2 ) between molecular surface impacts. We allowed

eutral molecules to leave the simulation space (5 × 5 × 5 body

adii) gravitationally, and also removed neutrals stochastically in
ight according to the estimated photo and impact ionization and

issociative and charge exchange collision rates ( Table 3 ), which

e obtained for O 2 by convolving laboratory cross sections with

olar and Cassini magnetospheric particle flux distributions versus

nergy as described in the Appendix . Published CO 2 cross sections

re not as extensive as O 2 (in particular for the ion channels) and,

ccordingly, we have elected (with the exception of gravitational

scape) to assume for now the same total ionization/loss rates

 Table 4 ) for CO 2 as for O 2 . The estimated O 2 (CO 2 ) average life-

imes in-flight (not including surface sticking), given by the inverse

f the total loss rates ( Tables 3 –4 ), are 2.2(3.6) × 10 6 s at Dione

4.5(10.4) × 10 6 s at Rhea). Since these times are sufficient for ther-

al gas moving at hundreds of m/s to diffuse around the moon ,

he exospheric structure is decorrelated from the spatial distri-

ution of sputtering and of ionization/loss. The model exospheres

re also (except near solstice) insensitive to magnetospheric tem-

oral variability for reasons discussed below. Accordingly, the
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Table 4 

Modeled exospheric sources and sinks. O 2 loss rates summed from Table 3 . Row groupings: same units. 

Rates for quiet/active Sun are outside/inside parentheses. 

Units Rhea Dione 

O 2 CO 2 O 2 CO 2 

Avg in-flight abundance a 10 28 molecules 3 .3 3 .9 9.7 0 .57 

Time to Escape b Earth years 2 .7 700 2.5 160 

Jeans escape rate 10 −8 /s/molecule 13 1 .0 38 20 

Dissociative channels c 4 .7(6.1) 3.8(5.2) 

e-Impact ionization 2 .2 0.55 

Photo-ionization 0 .26(0.66) 0.26(0.66) 

ion-impact ionization 0 .13 0.33 

Charge exchange ionization 1 .3 2.6 

Total ionization e 3 .9(4.3) 3 .9 d 3.7(4.1) 3 .7 c 

Total loss rate 22(24) 9 .6(11.6) 46(48) 28(30) 

Expected source rate f 10 21 molecules/s 2200 2100 

Observed source rate g 7 .2 3 .7 45 1 .6 

Exp sputter yield h 2 .7 1.4 

Obs sputter yield h , i molecules / ion 0 .0088 0 .0045 0.029 0 .0010 

Expected/Observed none 306 47 

a Total number of exospheric molecules, time averaged over a season. 
b Includes time stuck to surface. 
c All dissociation and dissociative ionization channels ( Table 3 ). 
d Taking O 2 rate: Insufficient published cross sections to estimate CO 2 independently to same accu- 

racy as O 2 . 
e Sums e-impact, ion-impact, photo, charge exchange rows, leading only to O 2 

+ , CO 2 
+ . 

f For a pure water ice surface in Saturn’s magnetosphere, using model of Teolis et al. (2010b ). 
g Taken to be constant in time. Given by Avg in-flight Abundance times Total Loss Rate. 
h Global average over all ions and energies, using ambient plasma surface ion bombardment fluxes 

from Teolis et al. (2010b ). 
i Treats sputtering by ions as the dominant source process as Teolis et al. (2010a ) found for pure 

water ice. Even lower (ion) sputtering yields result if photo, electron or micrometeoritic impact driven 

production/desorption contributions from the lag layer are appreciable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Rhea CO 2 exospheric model results, showing (center row) the surface so- 

lar illumination (dawn terminator as viewed over the equator), and predicted gas 

density cross sections and surface frost column density at the R2 (left) and R3 

(center column) flyby dates and times, and prediction (right) for the 2017 Saturn 

solstice. (Top) Comparison of the observed (red points, data binned) and predicted 

(green line) CO 2 densities versus position from closest approach along the R2 tra- 

jectory ( x -axis, in Rhea radii, dashed line: closest approach). (Bottom) Same for 

the R3 flyby trajectory. Asterisks denote model-data comparisons with the same 

flyby date; all other plots show model projections to different dates. We assumed a 

3.7 × 10 21 CO 2 /s source rate as required to match the observed peak density on both 

flybys. The observation of CO 2 concentrated on the dayside is consistent with the 

modeled exospheric structure due to night side and polar cryopumping. CO 2 was 

desorbing from the north, and cryopumping onto the southern polar surface during 

the flybys. Accordingly, as anticipated by the model (bottom center), CO 2 was unde- 

tectable in the south on R3. As shown (right) exhaustion of the northern frost cap 

should result in the collapse of the CO 2 exosphere by the time of the 2017 solstice. 

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article). 
estimated production and loss rates in Tables 2 –3 represent global

(spatial) and temporally averaged values as described in the

Appendix . 

Molecules were allowed in the model to transiently stick on

returning to the surface, and were then either ( 1 ) desorbed at

the local surface-temperature dependent vapor pressure (given by

an Arrhenius law) with a cosine thermalized (Maxwellian) ve-

locity distribution, (2) re-sputtered back into the atmosphere, or

(3) diffused into the subsurface regolith. We implemented subsur-

face gas and thermal diffusion by numerically solving Fick’s law

versus time (diurnally and seasonally) and depth, over a global

20 0/10 0 latitude / longitude grid, taking into consideration the

gas and thermal diffusion coefficients, and the surface gas and

solar heat source. We calculated the solar source as the cosine

of the local solar zenith angle, including the local time (diur-

nal) dependence, and the seasonal variability of the solar decli-

nation (+/– 26.73 o ). The thermal diffusion coefficient is equal to

( I / ρ/ C ) 2 , where I, ρ , and C are the ice regolith thermal inertia,

heat capacity and mass density ( Howett et al., 2010 ), while that

of the gas was set to L 2 /(2 ( τ s + τ f )), with L the inter-grain spacing

(set to 3 microns, in the range inferred from IR reflection spec-

tra ( Scipioni et al., 2014, 2013 )), τ f the molecule flight time be-

tween grains, and τ s the sticking time on a grain ( Schorghofer and

Taylor, 2007 ). The thermal model yields Dione(Rhea) equatorial

max/min day/night surface temperatures of 55/95( ∼94/52) K, and

polar max/min summer/winter temperatures of 83/25(81/22) K,

consistent with Cassini Infrared Spectrometer temperature data

( Howett et al., 2014; Howett et al., 2010; Howett et al., 2016 ). All

simulations were run over several Saturn seasonal cycles to achieve

an approximate long-term steady-state solution. Since we do not

include (negligible) ‘non-linear’ exospheric drivers like intermolec-

ular collisions and (as discussed later) secondary sputtering , the

model exosphere scales proportionally to the input total source

rate. Therefore at the end of the simulations we scaled ( Figs. 2 , 3 ,

6 and 8 ) the O and CO source rates to best match the densities
2 2 
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Fig. 3. Dione O 2 (left) and CO 2 (right) exospheric model results, showing (bottom) 

the surface solar illumination (north polar view), and predicted equatorial gas den- 

sity cross sections and surface frost column density at the 12 Dec 2011 D3 flyby 

date and time. (Top) Comparison of the observed (blue points: O 2 , red points: CO 2 , 

data binned) and predicted (black lines) O 2 and CO 2 densities versus position from 

closest approach (dotted lines) along the D3 trajectory ( x -axis, in Dione radii). We 

assumed 45 and 1.6 × 10 21 s −1 O 2 and CO 2 source rates, as required to match the 

observed peak density, and applied Rhea’s optimal surface interaction parameters 

(regolith diffusion with 0.11 and 0.25 eV O 2 and CO 2 sublimation energies). CO 2 and, 

to a lesser degree O 2 , are concentrated over the dayside as predicted by the model. 

As observed at Rhea, the Dione exospheric model predicts seasonal exospheric vari- 

ability ( Fig. 7 ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 4. Schematic showing the mechanism responsible for the exospheric seasonal 

variability. The exosphere is cryopumped at the solstices onto the cold winter polar 

surface. As equinox approaches the Sun rises over the winter latitudes, warming 

the surface and desorbing the frost cap to produce a transient augmentation of the 

exosphere. 
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Fig. 5. Rhea modeled total O 2 (blue) and CO 2 (red) exospheric molecular abun- 

dance versus time over a Saturn season, showing the periodic exospheric maxima 

and minima at the equinoxes and solstices, respectively. The INMS (circles) and 

CAPS IMS (squares) abundances are extrapolations obtained by scaling the model 

exosphere (with predicted spatial structure at the flyby dates and times) to the 

measurements. Red dash: CO 2 upper limit from R3. The CO 2 frost cap has greater 

longevity than that of O 2 , and therefore the CO 2 exospheric abundance peaks later 

in time. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 6. Dione exospheric model used to fit the 12 Dec 2011 D3 data, projected out 

to the 16 Jun 2015 D4 and 17 Aug 2015 D5 flyby dates and times. (Top) Compari- 

son of the observed (blue points: O 2 , red points: CO 2 , data binned) and predicted 

(black lines) D4 O 2 and CO 2 densities versus position from closest approach along 

the D4 trajectory (x-axis, in Dione radii). As predicted INMS detected O 2 but did not 

find CO 2 , due to the collapse of the CO 2 exosphere between D3 and D4. The mea- 

sured O 2 density is somewhat higher than expected by a factor 2–3, possibly due 

to the heightened exospheric sensitivity to magnetospheric variations as solstice ap- 

proaches. (Bottom) Same comparison for D5. INMS did not detect either species at 

D5 outside the noise. (Center) Exospheric O 2 and CO 2 model cross sections (equato- 

rial viewpoint, dawn terminator at right) at the D4 flyby date and time: the model 

is little changed by D5 only 2 months later. Trajectories are drawn consistently with 

the flyby local time, and are roughly perpendicular to the viewpoint shown. (For in- 

terpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article). 
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etected by INMS, on the dates, times and trajectories along which

hey were measured. 

The seasonal evolution of the model CO 2 exosphere is shown

n Figs. 2 (Rhea) and Figs. 3 and 6 (Dione) during the times of

assini’s encounters, where we have assumed a 0.26 eV CO 2 subli-

ation energy ( Giauque and Egan, 1937 ) and a constant global CO 2 

urface source of 3.7 × 10 21 molecules/s ( Table 4 ). Exospheric CO 2 

asily sticks to the night sides of both moons as seen in Figs. 2

nd 3 , but at low latitudes the body’s rotation transports adsorbed

O 2 within half a day across the dawn terminator where it des-

rbs. However near the solstices the CO 2 also condenses at winter

olar latitudes, and any CO 2 newly generated during this time be-

omes stuck (for years) near the winter pole within a few random

alk hops over the surface. Hence the winter polar zone cryop-

mps the entire global exosphere and, e.g., the gas density is sup-

ressed even over the opposite summer polar zone. Approaching

he equinoxes the CO 2 gradually desorbs as the solar terminator

dvances poleward over the accumulated winter frost cap. The des-

rbed CO 2 supplies a transient exosphere over the dayside hemi-

phere and migrates to the opposite pole where it sticks again. A

ew years past equinox the CO completes the transition between
2 
oles, and the atmospheric density rapidly collapses in ∼1 (Earth)

ear. The phenomenon repeats ( Fig. 4 ), forming a transient dayside

tmosphere around every equinox, i.e., every 14.7 years, in a sea-

onal polar volatile migration cycle roughly analogous to those ob-

erved at Triton ( Buratti et al., 2011 ) and Pluto (L A Young, 2013 ).

he R2, R3 and D3 flybys occurred shortly (0.02, 0.05, and 0.08 Sat-

rn years) after northern spring equinox during the period when

he predicted exospheric densities are maximal. 

The CO 2 model yields good agreement with the Dione and

hea data as shown in Figs. 1–3 , matching both ( 1 ) the skew of

he density profiles toward the dayside portion of Cassini’s tra-

ectories, and (2) the variability between flybys; particularly as

een between the northern and southern R2 and R3 encounters.
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Fig. 7. Dione modeled total O 2 (blue) and CO 2 (red) exospheric molecular abun- 

dance versus time over a Saturn season, showing the periodic exospheric maxima 

and minima at the equinoxes and solstices, respectively. The INMS (circles) abun- 

dances are extrapolations obtained by scaling the model exosphere (with predicted 

spatial structure at the flyby dates and times) to the measurements. We also show 

(square) the CAPS IMS O 2 estimate of Tokar et al. (2012 ), with their ionization rate 

scaled to our rate obtained from Table 3 . Dashes: INMS upper limits for O 2 (blue) 

and CO 2 (red). The magnetometer based molecular abundance (star), from Simon et 

al. (2011 ), exceeds the INMS upper limits (see text). (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article). 
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Remarkably, despite the lack of CO 2 during R3 ( Fig. 2 ), the model

exospheric CO 2 global abundance was in fact still rising ( Fig. 5 ) at

the times of the R2 and R3 flybys. Hence the CO 2 non-detection on

R3 is not attributable to the exosphere’s temporal variability ac-

cording to the model , but is rather indicative of its spatial struc-

ture. While the north was a sublimation source of the previous

winter’s CO 2 , the south (depleted of CO 2 ) was coming out of sum-

mer, and was therefore beginning to cryopump CO 2 out of the ex-

osphere. Therefore the gas source was concentrated in the north at

the times of the encounters. At Dione the northern latitudes were

still outgassing significant CO 2 during the 2011 D3 encounter ( Fig.

3 ), which is consistent with the dayside CO 2 detection during this

equatorial flyby. By contrast the 2015 D4 and D5 flybys 2.5 (Earth)
Fig. 8. Rhea O 2 exospheric model results, showing (center row) the surface solar illumina

sections and surface frost column density at the R2 (left) and R3 (center) flyby dates and

predicted (green line) and observed (red points, data binned) O 2 densities versus positio

closest approach). (Bottom) Same for the R3 flyby trajectory. Asterisks denote model-data

different dates. We assumed a 7.2 × 10 21 O 2 /s source rate as required to match the obser

with the anticipated greater dayside scale height. Unlike CO 2 , the southern latitudes are 

R3 flybys dates. However, the modeled O 2 frost cap is exhausted between the R2 and R3 

the reduced O 2 detection on R3. 
ears later occurred after the Dione northern CO 2 source was ex-

austed ( Figs. 6–7 ), explaining the lack of detection of CO 2 (in con-

rast to O 2 at D4, Fig. 1 b) during these flybys. 

The model Dione and Rhea O 2 exospheres ( Figs. 3 and 8 ) also

xhibit seasonal variability, but the spatial structure is more uni-

orm than that of CO 2 , with the O 2 more evenly distributed be-

ween north and south and the day and night sides. Contrary

o CO 2 the more volatile O 2 molecules are not stuck onto the

ight side surface except at the winter polar latitudes where sur-

ace temperatures approach 20 K. The exosphere is thermally equi-

ibrated with the local surface temperature since O 2 molecules

ump ballistically an average of only 300(230) km at a time across

ione’s (Rhea’s) surface; significantly less than the 1123(1528) km

iameters of these bodies. Accordingly, the model O 2 exosphere

nly exhibits a difference of scale height between the day and

ight sides, which is consistent with the weak day/night O 2 asym-

etry observed at R2 ( Figs. 1 and 8 ). Unlike CO 2 the drop in O 2 

etween R2 and R3 is difficult to intepret in terms of spatial struc-

ure, since (despite O 2 desorption from the north at the times of

he flybys) the southern terrain was still too warm ( ∼35 K) to effi-

iently remove O 2 from the southern exosphere. Rather, as shown

n Fig. 8 , the O 2 drop is consistent with a temporal change; a rapid

ollapse in Rhea’s entire O 2 exosphere in the 10 months between

2 and R3, due to the completion of gas sublimation from the

orth during this period. The exhaustion of the model’s northern

olar frost supply occurs earlier for O 2 than the less volatile CO 2 ,

nd (unlike CO 2 ) before the south is cold enough to pump exo-

pheric O 2 . 

Surface sticking drastically lengthens the average molecule res-

dence time in the system; our exosphere models suggest O 2 and

O 2 at Dione(Rhea) to be ∼3(3) and ∼160(700) Earth years old, in-

luding time adsorbed and in flight. Near equinox we estimate that

99% of the Dione and Rhea exospheric O 2 and CO 2 is attributable

o polar desorption of molecules from prior seasons, and therefore

he exospheres are insensitive during equinox to transient changes

f the molecule source rates, e.g., from magnetospheric fluctua-

ions leading to time variability of surface sputtering. However the

ecent Dione D4 and D5 flybys sampled ( Fig. 1 b) the O 2 exosphere
tion (dawn terminator as viewed over the equator), and predicted gas density cross 

 times, and prediction (right) for the 2017 Saturn solstice. (Top) Comparison of the 

n from closest approach along the R2 trajectory (x-axis, in Rhea radii, dashed line: 

 comparisons with the same flyby date; all other plots show model projections to 

ved peak density on both flybys. An O 2 tail is detected on the dayside, consistent 

not yet cold enough to cryopump O 2 from the southern exosphere on the R2 and 

flybys, resulting in an anticipated collapse of the global exosphere, consistent with 
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Fig. 9. Modeled Rhea exospheric O 2 molecular abundance versus time with differ- 

ent assumptions for regolith diffusion and sublimation energy. (A) The cases of deep 

(50 m) regolith diffusion (dashed, black line), and no diffusion (dashed, red line), 

both under-estimate the sharp exospheric decline between R2 and R3. However the 

shallow (1 cm shown) regolith model correctly anticipates (solid line) the decline. 

(B) Model result with difference assumptions for O 2 sublimation energy. (For inter- 

pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article). 
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ear solstice during which polar desorption is minimal, and the ex-

spheres consist nearly entirely of newly created molecules which

ave not yet stuck to the winter latitudes. Hence the solstice gas

ensities are more responsive to magnetospheric variations, with

ime constants of order ∼1 Earth day, and such variability may ex-

lain the finding at D4 of O 2 densities 2–3 times greater ( Fig. 6 )

han predicted by the exospheric model (which assumes a constant

agnetosphere). However, despite the non-detection of O 2 at D5

 Fig. 1 b), we cannot infer (outside error) variability in O 2 between

4 and D5. INMS was less sensitive (by ∼50%) at D5 due to the

igher ram angle ( Teolis et al., 2015 ), 68 o versus 42 o at D5 ver-

us D4, and therefore it’s possible (within the D5 error bars, Fig. 6 )

hat the O 2 exosphere did not change between flybys. 

We used the exospheric O 2 collapse from R2 to R3 to constrain

he gas–surface interaction, i.e., molecule sublimation energy and

he role of regolith diffusion . As shown in Fig. 9 A for O 2 , the ex-

reme cases of ( 1 ) diffusion into a deep regolith (50 meters), or

2) no regolith diffusion (i.e., an impermeable non-porous surface),

oth under-estimated the exospheric collapse, but for different rea-

ons. For a deep regolith polar O 2 migrates into the depth when

he winter frost cap comes back into sunlight, then slowly diffuses

ack up to the surface and outgasses, maintaining the exosphere

ong past equinox. For an impermeable surface the frost cap is ex-

osed to the magnetospheric plasma which sputters it back into

he exosphere, thereby lessening the exospheric seasonal variation.

owever the shallow regolith case with permeability no more than

 few meters yields agreement of the model O exosphere with
2 
he observed exospheric O 2 collapse ( Fig. 9 A). In this case polar

egolith diffusion times are short (‘instantaneous’ within the 150 s

imulation time step), but the adsorbed molecules are nonetheless

ispersed into the near-surface regolith, shielding them against re-

puttering from the top surface. 

We also found ( Fig. 9 B) that an adjustment of the O 2 sublima-

ion energy to ∼0.11 eV is required to reproduce the steepness of

he observed O 2 exospheric collapse; slightly above the 0.095 eV

 Rook et al., 1985 ) implied by the vapor pressure of pure solid oxy-

en. Hence the O 2 is slightly less volatile than expected, which

ay be indicative of the state of the surface material, e.g., the

egree of surface chemical activation by solar UV and/or magne-

ospheric particle bombardment. Evidence for a similar effect is

een at Mercury, where Cassidy et al. (2015 ) have suggested that

urface activation ( Yakshinskiy et al., 20 0 0 ) by space weathering

ay explain the non-detection of a thermalized exospheric sodium

ource. We note that O 

− PUIs detected on R1 by the CAPS Electron

pectrometer (ELS) ( Teolis et al., 2010a ) appear to emanate from

he surface, as inferred from (1) the insufficiency of gas phase dis-

ociative electron attachment cross sections ( Itikawa, 2008 ) to ac-

ount for the observed O 

− flux from gaseous O 2 at altitude , and

2) the backtracked O 

− trajectories which ‘focus’ onto the night

ide surface (see Fig. 2 A in ( Teolis et al., 2010a )). This suggests

 surface mediated process, such as dissociative attachment reac-

ions with O 2 adsorbed on the night side ( Tang et al., 1996 ), but

urther study is needed to elucidate the reaction and the relation

o the state of Rhea’s surface (which may be coated by a carbona-

eous lag layer, see below). 

Our analysis ( Figs. 10–11 ) of the CAPS Ion Mass Spectrome-

er (IMS) ( Young et al., 2004 ) ion energy-time spectrograms in

nodes 3 (R1) and 7 (R1.5)—which had the most intense PUI

ignals—also indicates composition, seasonal evolution and spatial

tructure consistent with the INMS-based exospheric modeling. We

acktracked the PUI common cycloid trajectories from the anode

OV in Cassini’s reference frame, considering 24 nT and 1.4 V/km

agnetic and co-rotation electric fields ( Roussos et al., 2008; Teo-

is et al., 2014 ), and excluding PUI trajectories that originate within

r strike the body. We then compared the approximate PUI zone

f origin near Rhea (the sampling zone, lying at the cycloid cusps)

gainst the predicted exospheric density and structure by project-

ng the exospheric model (fit to INMS) back to the dates and times

f the CAPS measurements. Finally we integrated across the sam-

ling zone, and scaled by the ionization rate ( Tables 3–4 ), to ob-

ain the predicted PUI signature versus time; finding that the tim-

ng, intensity and shape of the observed signatures were consistent

ith CO 2 
+ rather than O 2 

+ ions as shown in Fig. 10 . The R1 PUI sig-

ature cuts a cross section of the dayside CO 2 exosphere, roughly

pproximating the exospheric density versus altitude down to the

urface (at ∼–350 s). The signature also shows the expected de-

ciency of CO 2 on the night side, as can be seen after compar-

ng against the uniform exosphere case ( Fig. 10 ). For the ten times

ore distant R1.5 flyby, the projection of the anode’s 8.5 ° FWHM

levation angular acceptance back to Rhea yields a 3D sampling

ox with significant thickness out of the gyroplane ( Fig. 11 ), which

ust be considered if the PUIs acquire out-of-plane velocity com-

onents by scattering (thermalization) with the ambient plasma.

e integrate the model exosphere over this 3D box to approximate

he expected PUI signal, and predict a double-peaked PUI signa-

ure as also observed by CAPS. These two peaks appear to corre-

pond to the dayside CO 2 exosphere, and the localized CO 2 source

rom the northern frost cap, as shown in Fig. 11 . Overall, the CAPS

ased global CO 2 abundances show a ∼50% increase from R1 to

1.5 ( Fig. 5 ) consistent with the anticipated exospheric build-up to-

ard equinox. Also as expected the CAPS abundances (from 2005

o 2007) are a factor ∼10 below those later observed by INMS in

010–2011 during northern spring. One can see in Fig. 5 that the
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the Rhea pickup ion flux and distribution detected by CAPS 

IMS anode 3 on the R1 flyby, to that anticipated by the model CO 2 and O 2 exo- 

spheres, fit to the later INMS R2 and R3 data and projected back to the R1 flyby 

date and time. (Bottom) Anode 3 ion flux energy spectrogram with the PUI signa- 

ture circled. The flux calculation is given in the CAPS user’s guide ( Wilson et al., 

2012 ): efficiencies vary ∼+/15% between ion species (we used the O 2 
+ efficiency 

( Tokar et al., 2012 ) as CO 2 
+ values are not available). Contrary to the sharp energy 

signature of the fresh PUIs which follow only common cycloid trajectories, ambient 

corotating ions have a broad energy distribution since they enter the anode along 

thermalized prolate and curtate cycloids. (Center) R1 flyby configuration showing 

the Rhea exospheric CO 2 density cross section, Rhea surface illumination and ad- 

sorbed column density, the region (purple: CO 2 
+ , orange: O 2 

+ ) sampled by anode 3 

during the PUI detection, the anode 3 FOV at the time and location of the PUI de- 

tection along the R1 trajectory, and the limiting O 2 
+ and CO 2 

+ energies (on arrival 

at Cassini) and trajectories accepted into anode 3. We approximate the R1 sampling 

region as 2D in the flyby’s equatorial plane. (Top) Anticipated (dark blue: CO 2 
+ , or- 

ange: O 2 
+ scaled times ten) and measured (red) total PUI signal versus time from 

closest approach, compared to the expected profile (dashed line) for a uniform CO 2 
exosphere. As shown the timing, intensity and shape of the signal is not consistent 

with O 2 
+ (nor with fragments such as CO n+ , O n+ , C n+ ), but is consistent with CO 2 

+ . 

The absence of a shoulder after –350 s is consistent with a dayside exosphere, as 

anticipated by the CO 2 exosphere model and later observed by INMS. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Comparison of the Rhea pickup ion flux and distribution detected by CAPS 

IMS anode 7 on the R1.5 flyby, to that anticipated by the model CO 2 exosphere (fit 

to the later INMS R2 and R3 data) projected back to the R1.5 flyby date and time. 

(A) Anode 7 ion flux energy spectrogram with the PUI signature circled. (B) R1.5 

flyby configuration showing Rhea with the model exospheric CO 2 density cross sec- 

tion and adsorbed column density, the surface illumination, the region (purple box: 

CO 2 
+ ) sampled by anode 7 during the PUI detection, the anode 7 FOV at the time 

and location of the PUI detection along the R1.5 trajectory, and the limiting CO 2 
+ 

energies (on arrival at Cassini) and trajectories accepted into anode 7. (C) Equatorial 

view of the model exosphere viewed through the sample box, showing the box’s ap- 

proximate north–south extent if the anode 8.5 ° FWHM elevation angular acceptance 

is projected back to Rhea. (D) Exospheric column density from the orientation of (C) 

as sampled by anode 7, showing the intense feature from polar frost desorption. (E) 

Anticipated total anode 7 PUI signal versus time from closest approach (red), with 

arrows showing the correspondence of the double peaked structure to the polar 

frost desorption, and dayside exospheric signatures seen in (D). As at R1 ( Fig. 10 ) 

the timing, intensity and shape of the signal is not consistent with O 2 
+ (not shown) 

nor fragment species, but is consistent with CO 2 
+ . The observed PUI signature (red) 

shows a similar (even more intense) double peaked structure, which implies that 

CAPS is observing a CO 2 exosphere with abundance and spatial structure consistent 

with INMS based modeling. For comparison we also show (top, dashed line) the 

expected PUI profile for a uniform CO 2 exosphere. (For interpretation of the refer- 

ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article). 
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CO 2 model exospheric abundance, plotted versus time, is consis-

tent with the changes over time implied by CAPS and INMS. 

We have also estimated exospheric upper limits from the Dione

D1 and D2 flybys in Fig. 7 by comparing the expected (mod-

eled) gas distribution at Cassini’s altitude and trajectory against the

INMS detection limit (given by species sensitivity, background sig-

nal, binning resolution, and instrument pointing). The analysis is

not suitable for all flybys: in particular the Rhea R1 and R4 ( Table

1 ) INMS data fails to give useful upper limits due to the altitude

and poor instrument pointing. The D1 pointing was fortuitous: de-

spite the high 77 degrees ram angle of the INMS gas inlet, the in-

strument’s venting aperture (see ( Teolis et al., 2015 )) was aimed

only 24 ° from ram, which should have allowed detection by INMS

of the exosphere estimated at D1 from MAG ( Simon et al., 2011 ).

However as shown in Fig. 7 the non-detection of gas by INMS at

D1 sets upper limits of 1(0.8) × 10 29 O (CO ) on Dione’s exosphere
2 2 
lmost an order of magnitude below MAG. A possible contributing

actor to the MAG result may be the passage of the D1 trajectory

ear the edge (0.93 Dione Radii from the center) of the south-

rn flux tube. MAG also detected Rhea flux tube field perturba-

ions during the R2 and R3 flybys, but these are strongly influenced

y Rhea’s flux tube thermoelectric current system, formed to bal-

nce ion and electron currents onto the surface ( Teolis et al., 2014 ).

hile a global Dione exosphere below the limit set by INMS at D1

hould have been undetectable by MAG, it’s possible a flux tube

urrent at Dione similar to Rhea’s may have contributed to the

agnetic field signatures seen during the D1 flyby. Alternativel y,

on-volatile molecules from a localized gas source below Dione’s

.51 km/s escape velocity, such as an Enceladus-like water plume,

ould stick permanently on falling back to the surface, and may

hereby have evaded detection by INMS if located in the (northern)

emisphere opposite to the flyby. However further investigation is
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Fig. 12. Dione and Rhea O 2 and CO 2 total exospheric loss rates, estimated by scal- 

ing the model exospheric abundances ( Figs. 5 and 7 ) to the total O 2 and CO 2 loss 

rates ( Table 4 ) compared to (blue circles) the ring O 2 source rate from Tseng et al. 

(2013 ) (dotted line to guide the eye). We estimate ( Table 4 ) that ∼83(59)% of O 2 , 

and 71(10)% of CO 2 lost from Dione(Rhea) escapes gravitationally to supply Saturn’s 

magnetosphere with neutral O 2 and CO 2 , while ∼8(18)% and ∼13(41)%, respectively, 

is converted to O 2 
+ and CO 2 

+ PUIs. Additionally from Table 3 we estimate the con- 

version factors of O 2 to O + , O ++ , and O to be –2(5), 0.1(0.2) and 17(37) %, where 

the negative 2% Dione O + value represents net removal of magnetospheric O + by 

charge exchange with O 2 ( Table 3 , loss channel 1). We note that Dione and Rhea 

should also be non-seasonal sources of sputtered gravitationally escaping H 2 O and 

radiolytic H 2 ( Teolis et al., 2010b ). The ring O 2 source has opposite seasons to the 

icy satellites, peaking at the solstices rather than the equinoxes. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article). 
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eeded to evaluate the compatibility of INMS detection limits for

uch a source with the MAG data. 

. Discussion 

The Dione and Rhea seasons are the temporal inverse of Sat-

rn’s photo-desorbed ring O 2 source, which depends on the ring

lane angle to the Sun, and peaks at the solstices ( Christon et

l., 2013; Elrod et al., 2014; Tseng et al., 2013 ) rather than the

quinoxes. Even assuming constant sputtered O 2 and CO 2 sources

rom Dione and Rhea as done by our modeling, the seasonality of

he exospheric gas densities results in a variable supply of species

o the magnetosphere which is ‘out of phase’ ( Fig. 12 ) with the ring

ource. However the ring O 2 source is in the range ∼10 25 –10 27 O 2 /s

 Tseng et al., 2013 ), dwarfing that of Dione and Rhea ( Table 4 ),

nd even at the equinoxes we estimate the ring O 2 source to be

oughly two orders of magnitude above that of Dione and Rhea

 Fig. 12 ). Therefore Saturn’s magnetospheric O 2 /O 2 
+ density and

ariability should have a predominantly ring origin, except possibly

near equinox) at Rhea’s L-shell ( Martens et al., 2008 ). The CO 2 
+ 

UI source from Dione and Rhea to the magnetosphere also ex-

ibits a weak ∼+/–15% diurnal variability depending on the moon’s

rbital position, as PUIs from the dayside exosphere are blocked

y the body when the sunlit hemisphere is Saturn facing. Saturn’s

ther massive icy satellites Tethys and Mimas, located closer to the

lanet at 4.9 and 3.1 R s , may also be seasonal/diurnal exospheric

ources of species to the magnetosphere. Although Cassini’s mis-

ion does not take the spacecraft close enough to Tethys or Mi-

as for exospheric measurements, the understanding gained from

ione and Rhea can inform future exospheric estimates and mod-

ls at Saturn’s other icy satellites. 

The estimated O 2 source rates of 45 (Dione) and 7.2

Rhea) × 10 21 s −1 are factors of ∼50 and 300 below the predicted

alues of ∼2.1 and 2.2 × 10 24 s −1 from radiolysis/sputtering of wa-

er ice, after accounting for published ( Table 3 , right column)

ux/energy spectra of magnetospheric particles and solar UV in-

ident onto the Dione and Rhea surfaces, and laboratory radiolytic
xygen yields from ice at the relevant temperatures as analyzed by

eolis et al. (2010b ). The discrepancy may be indicative of surface

omposition alteration by preferential sputtering and escape of the

ight and/or volatile surface constituents and radiolysis products,

eaving a surface refractory lag layer residue resistant to sputter-

ng. One relevant process is preferential gravitational escape: e.g.,

90(83)% of sputtered H 2 O molecules escape Dione(Rhea) gravita-

ionally without re-impacting the surface ( Teolis et al., 2010b ). Also

oughly half the surface H 2 O may be converted to sputtered H 2 

nd O 2 molecules ( Teolis et al., 2010b ) which escape (along with

O 2 ) with near unity probability due to their volatility: either ( 1 )

ravitationally immediately on being ejected, or (2) over time from

he exosphere. A water ice surface containing impurities is there-

ore enriched over time in refractory constituents with both ( 1 )

ow sputtering yield (high sublimation energy), and (2) minimal

olatile radiation products. 

A major consequence of a refractory lag layer is the elimina-

ion of secondary sputtering (‘self’ sputtering by surface-impinging

UIs ( Poppe et al., 2013 )) as a significant exospheric contributor.

he exospheric thickness is hundreds of km, sufficient for acceler-

tion of O 2 
+ and CO 2 

+ PUIs to the local plasma convection speed

 ∼40(Dione) and 50(Rhea) km/s), i.e., hundreds of eV (correspond-

ng roughly to the ambient plasma temperature), prior to impact-

ng the surface. The result for a pure water ice surface would be

ffective sputtering yields (i.e., globally averaged over all ions and

nergies) at Dione and Rhea of order unity or greater ( Table 4 ),

hich would likely result (near the equinoxes) in a runaway feed-

ack, i.e., the PUIs produce more exosphere, yielding more PUIs

nd so on, leading to a self-limiting exosphere of sufficient den-

ity to slow/impede the surface-impingent magnetospheric plasma

 Cassidy et al., 2012 ). However the observed Dione(Rhea) sputter-

ng yields are at least two orders of magnitude less than unity

 Table 4 ), precluding their exospheres from achieving the self-

imiting feedback state. 

The significant proportion ( Table 4 ) of CO 2 compared to O 2 sup-

lying the Dione and Rhea exospheres (1:30 and 1:2 CO 2 :O 2 , re-

pectively) may indicate radiolysis/sputtering from a lag layer en-

iched in carbon. The preponderance of CO 2 rather than CO in the

adiolytic end products could then be driven by reactions involving

 2 O: e.g. pure solid CO 2 yields ∼100–1000 times more radiolytic

O than CO 2 ( Raut and Baragiola, 2013 ), but H 2 O dissociation into

H radicals (e.g., left behind by hydrogen escape from the surface

onolayers ( Teolis et al., 2009; Teolis et al., 2005 )) allows for con-

ersion of CO to CO 2 in barrierless near-surface CO + OH reactions

 Petrik et al., 2014 ). Additional CO 2 sources may be cryovolcanism

though no evidence for such current activity at Dione or Rhea has

et been found), rapid destruction and conversion of exospheric

O through surface OH reactions ( Yuan et al., 2014 ), or UV pho-

osynthesis reactions of adsorbed O 2 with surface carbon ( Fulvio

t al., 2012 ). The low Dione and Rhea sputtering yields ( Table 4 )

re actually on par with those of graphite ( Lifshitz et al., 1990 ),

hich may imply CO 2 radiolysis at the interface of water ice under

 graphitic lag layer ( Raut et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2015; Sabri et al.,

015 ) and/or radiolytic CO 2 evolution from a surface graphitic ox-

de layer ( Hou et al., 2015; Matsumoto et al., 2011 ). However fresh

 2 O deposition by ice rich E-ring grains, and lag layer destruc-

ion by E-ring grains and micrometeorite impact gardening also

nsures continual exposure on a fraction of the surface material

f freshly deposited/upturned H 2 O to irradiation, thereby ensuring

 radiolytic O 2 source to the exosphere. The micrometeorites may

imultaneously re-supply carbon into the surface which can be in-

orporated into radiolytic CO 2 when the lag layer reforms over the

mpact site ( Clark et al., 2008; Cruikshank et al., 2010 ). Finally im-

act vaporization contributes to the release of trapped radiolytic

 2 and CO 2 into the exosphere. Accordingly, impact-driven depo-

ition/gardening/ejection may be the limiting factor ( Killen et al.,
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Fig. 13. Electron impact ionization and dissociation, and dissociative ionization and 

charge transfer cross sections, from Itikawa (2008 ), used to estimate the rates in 

Table 3 . 
2004 ) on the source rates of at least one (O 2 ), and possibly both

major exospheric species. 

A sputter-produced lag layer may be only angstroms thick, i.e.,

the topmost surface monolayers from which radiolysis products

escape; too thin for detection in the visible-infrared solar reflec-

tion spectrum by the Cassini Visible and Infrared Mapping Spec-

trometer (VIMS) which is sensitive to micron thicknesses given

by regolith grain size ( Stephan et al., 2012; Stephan et al., 2010 ).

However impact gardening mixes lag layer constituents down to

micron depths visible to VIMS, possibly contributing to the low

albedo ( Cruikshank et al., 2005 ) non-ice constituents seen in the

IR spectra of the Dione and Rhea trailing hemispheres where max-

imal sputtering occurs ( Ciarniello et al., 2011; Stephan et al., 2012;

Stephan et al., 2010 ). Surface CO 2 detected by VIMS at Dione

( Scipioni et al., 2013; Stephan et al., 2010 ), and recently at Rhea

( Scipioni et al., 2014; Stephan et al., 2012 ), is likely trapped in the

surface ice (e.g. radiolytic CO 2 mixed down from the lag layer), and

has probably not yet been ejected into the exosphere, as VIMS can-

not see the exospheric CO 2 adsorbed onto cold polar and night side

terrains not in sunlight. A refractory lag layer also blocks sputter-

ing of radiolytic oxidants from the surface material, possibly en-

abling accumulation of sufficient trapped CO 2 and O 2 for synthesis

of ozone ( Teolis et al., 2006 ), as identified by Noll et al. (1997 ) in

the surfaces of Dione and Rhea from Hubble Space Telescope UV

spectra. 

We can estimate the (globally averaged) carbon content of

Dione and Rhea’s ’bulk‘ surface material below the lag layer, i.e.,

within the gardened regolith, from the stoichiometric composition

of the exospheric source material. For the stoichiometric calcula-

tion we include ejected H 2 O and radiolytic H 2 ; both undetectable

by INMS due to rapid gravitational escape and, for H 2 O, permanent

re-adsorption of molecules falling back to the surface . We assume

an H 2 O source roughly equal ( Teolis et al., 2010b ) to O 2 ’s ( Table

4 ), and equate H 2 to the number of O atoms in O 2 and CO 2 , i.e.,

stoichiometrically consistent with an origin of most H and O from

bulk H 2 O (yielding from Dione (Rhea) 9.3(2.2) × 10 22 H 2 /s). With

the relative CO 2 :O 2 source rates inferred here from exospheric ob-

servations ( Table 4 ), we obtain a bulk Dione(Rhea) surface com-

position containing 0.01(0.13) C atoms per H 2 O molecule. These

compositions are presumably a combination of water and organ-

ics both endogenous to Dione and Rhea, and deposited by E-ring

grains and micrometeorites. The dilution of Dione’s estimated car-

bon fraction compared to Rhea’s may reflect differing H 2 O deposi-

tion rates by ice-rich E-ring grains, which are ten times more nu-

merous at Dione than Rhea ( Srama et al., 2011 ). 

4. Implications 

The Cassini spacecraft’s traversals and in situ sampling of the

O 2 and CO 2 exospheres of Dione and Rhea, and the discovery of ex-

ospheric structure and seasons, have transformed the understand-

ing of radiolytic exospheres at icy planetary bodies. The combina-

tion of direct exospheric sampling by INMS with ionization/escape

rate observations from CAPS PUI measurements has yielded two

key discoveries: that (1) implied radiolytic O 2 source rates are well

below [by factors ∼50(Dione) and 300(Rhea)] those expected from

radiolysis/sputtering of pure water ice by Saturn’s plasma, and

(2) surface interactions (adsorption/diffusion) appear to control

exospheric structure and variability. The exospheric time evolu-

tion implies diffusion into a porous regolith at Dione and Rhea,

which may occur by molecule adsorption/desorption between re-

golith grains. Accordingly, the seasonality may be maintained by

polar frost dispersal into the regolith, where the frost is protected

against re-sputtering back into the exosphere. 

The consistency of the observations with O 2 source rates rad-

ically less than expected from a sputtered water ice surface in
aturn’s magnetosphere, and the possibility of an oxygenated car-

onaceous surface lag layer that is both (1) resistant to sputter-

ng and (2) the possible CO 2 source, are findings of major sig-

ificance for modeling and laboratory based estimates of surface

omposition and sputtering at icy objects, and of the source rates,

ensities, and compositions of their exospheres. Two potentially

mportant implications of a refractory lag layer are (1) elimina-

ion of secondary sputtering and PUI-driven self-limiting feedback

s salient exospheric processes, and (2) control of the exospheric

ource rates by impact driven deposition/gardening resulting in de-

ivery of exogenous material, fresh ice exposure to radiolysis, and

aporization/release of radiolysis products. 

The timing and locations of the Cassini flybys—across the termi-

ator, and near equinox when the gas densities were detectable by

NMS—were fortuitous, enabling direct observations of the species-

ependent exospheric spatial and temporal variability, from only

ight spacecraft flybys. The resulting discoveries at Dione and

hea are a direct demonstration of the potential of low alti-

ude spacecraft orbital or strategically placed/timed flyby trajecto-

ies, together with combined plasma and mass spectrometry mea-

urements, to reveal exospheric origins and surface composition

t other Solar System icy satellites such as Enceladus, Callisto,

anymede, and Europa. 
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ppendix 

In this Appendix we summarize the estimates of the exospheric

oss rates from Table 3 for the electron and ion channels. The anal-

sis of the magnetospheric energy distributions (used here to esti-

ate interaction rates in the exosphere), is analogous to that also

pplied by Teolis et al. (2010b) at Rhea and Cassidy et al. (2013)

t Europa , and in this work, to estimate O 2 sputtering from the

urface. Neither the spatial nor temporal variability of the produc-

ion and loss processes contribute significantly to the exospheric

tructure and dynamics due to the long molecular residence times

with the possible exception of solstice exospheric minimum, see

ext), and therefore the rates displayed in Table 3 are spatially and

emporally averaged as described below. 

We show in Figs. 13–15 the cross sections versus incident pro-

ectile energy for the 5 electron (electron impact and dissociative

onization ( Itikawa, 2008 )) and 14 ion channels (ion impact and

issociative ionization and charge exchange) of Table 3 , where we
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Fig. 14. H 

+ impact ionization, charge exchange, and dissociative ionization and 

charge transfer cross sections with O 2 molecules used to estimate the interac- 

tion rates in Table 3 . Data above 10 keV is from Luna et al. (2005 ). Based on the 

total charge transfer cross section measurements of Cabrera-Trujillo et al. (2004 ) 

and Williams et al. (1984 ), we extrapolated individual channels below 10 keV, see 

Appendix . 

Fig. 15. O + impact ionization, charge exchange, and dissociative ionization and 

charge transfer cross sections with O 2 molecules used to estimate the interaction 

rates in Table 3 . Data above 10 keV is from Luna et al. (2005 ). Based on the total 

charge transfer cross section measurements of Sieglaff et al. (20 0 0 ), we extrapo- 

lated individual channels below 10 keV, see Appendix . 
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Fig. 16. The Dione and Rhea ion energy distribution functions estimated from 

the CAPS and MIMI based Saturn system survey studies of Dialynas et al. (2009 ), 

Thomsen et al. (2010 ), Wilson et al. (2008 ), Wilson et al. (2010 ). Bold lines (black: 

F a v g 
H+ , red: F a v g 

W+ ) are the distributions spatially averaged around the body, which we 

used to estimate the Table 3 ion–O 2 interaction rates, as explained in the Appendix . 

For comparison we also show the distributions as seen at the surfaces of the lead- 

ing and trailing hemisphere apexes. (For interpretation of the references to colour 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 17. The Dione and Rhea electron energy distribution functions from Schippers 

et al. (2008 ), used to estimate the Table 3 average electron–O 2 interaction rates. 

t  

w  

i  

n  

(  

1  

(  

s  

e  

1  

(  

a  

s  

i  
ave used laboratory cross sections for H 

+ , and for O 

+ (to approxi-

ate magnetospheric water group ions). We started with the data

rom Luna et al. (2005 ), which covers the 7 interaction channels

umbered in the Figs. 14–15 legends for H 

+ and O 

+ with O 2 (14

hannels total) from 10 to 100 keV. A difficulty with the Luna et al.

2005 ) ion data (unlike the electron data, Fig. 13 ) is that many of

he cross sections do not peak in the measured 10–100 keV range.

lthough interactions above 100 keV can be neglected since most

f the Saturnian plasma is below this energy, a major fraction of

he plasma is below 10 keV. However laboratory data below 10 keV

o not discriminate between the Luna et al. (2005 ) interaction

hannels, thus requiring extrapolations from the data which are

vailable. For this purpose we used the ( Sieglaff et al., 20 0 0 ) to-

al O 

+ –O 2 charge transfer cross sections from 0.01 to 10 keV, and

 

+ –O 2 transfer cross sections from ( Williams et al., 1984 ) (2.5–

5 keV) and ( Cabrera-Trujillo et al., 2004 ) (0.3–2.5 keV). We applied

ur best judgment (described below) as to how these low energy

ross sections are likely to be apportioned between the Luna inter-

ction channels. We now briefly describe this process for H 

+ (we

pplied similar reasoning to extrapolate the O 

+ channels). 

H 

+ channels 2–7 decrease with energy, since they involve disso-

iation and ionization, and therefore consume kinetic energy from
he incident ions. By contrast channel 1 is simple charge exchange

ith O 2 , and exhibits a large cross section at low H 

+ speeds (long

nteraction times for charge transfer). Accordingly, as H 

+ chan-

el 1 already dominates the ( Luna et al., 2005 ) data at 10 keV

 Fig. 14 ), we assume here that it continues to dominate below

0 keV in the Williams et al. (1984 ) and Cabrera-Trujillo et al.

2004 ) data as well. H 

+ channels 2–4 exhibit a constant log–log

lope versus energy in the ( Luna et al., 2005 ) data near 10 keV; we

xtrapolate these power law dependences to ‘low energies’ below

0 keV. Channel 4 exhibits a steep low energy slope with energy

 ∼E 1 ) since this channel is the most energy intensive, involving (in

ddition to charge exchange) dissociation and electron ejection re-

ulting in a doubly charged O ion. Channel 3 is similar but results

n two O 

+ ions, hence showing a shallower slope proportional to
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Fig. 18. The cumulative integration of Eq. (1 ) for Dione and Rhea, demonstrating 

the convolution of the interaction cross sections with the electron and ion energy 

distributions to estimate the Table 3 interaction rates. To simplify the plot we show 

only the most significant interaction channels and sum the electron channels. 
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ion speed ( ∼E 1/2 ), as expected for formation of singly charged ions

from adiabatic ion–neutral collisions ( Linhard and Scharff, 1961 ).

Channel 2 only involves charge exchange plus dissociation, with-

out electron ejection, thereby exhibiting a shallow slope with en-

ergy ( ∼E 1/4 ). Finally, to obtain channel 1 we subtracted the sum

of 2–4 from the Williams et al. (1984 ) and Cabrera-Trujillo et al.

(2004 ) total charge transfer data. The proportion of H 

+ impact ion-

ization in channels 5 and 6 is roughly constant with energy in the

Luna et al. (2005 ) data. We continue the same apportionment be-

tween 5 and 6 below 10 keV, while assuming a proportionality of

the ionization with projectile speed (or E 1/2 ). Channel 7 results in

a doubly charged O ion and thereby exhibits a steep slope with

energy ( ∼E 1 ) in the ( Luna et al., 2005 ) data, which we extrapolate

below 10 keV. 

As described earlier the Dione and Rhea exospheric

time constants are ( away from solstice ) too long for tran-

sient magnetospheric variability to influence the exospheres.

Accordingly, we estimated the velocity distribution functions of

Saturn’s electron and ion plasma from the CAPS and MIMI based

Saturn system survey studies of Dialynas et al. (2009), Schip-

pers et al. (2008) , Thomsen et al. (2010 ), Wilson et al. (2008 )

and Wilson et al. (2010 ), which represent the best knowledge

available on Saturn’s average magnetospheric conditions. Using

densities of 2.5(0.4) H 

+ and 31(5) W 

+ per cm 

3 at Dione(Rhea),

and parallel/perpendicular temperatures of 6/12(19/30) eV H 

+ 

and 20/92(63/225) eV W 

+ from Thomsen et al. (2010 ), Wilson

et al. (2008 ) and Wilson et al. (2010 ), together with the high

energy ( > 10 keV) suprathermal distribution functions of Dialynas

et al. (2009 ), we reconstructed the velocity distribution functions

f H + ( � v ) and f W 

+ ( � v ) of the ion flux . These functions must be

translated from the plasma co-rotation rest frame into the Dione

and Rhea frames, i.e., f i ( � v ) → f i ( � v ′ ) , with i = H 

+ or W 

+ , � v ′ = 

�
 v + 

�
 v 0

and 

�
 v 0 the co-rotation velocity relative to Dione (41 km/s) and

Rhea (49 km/s). We also estimated (using an ion back tracing

method as described by Teolis et al. (2010b ) and Cassidy et al.
2013 ) the ion ‘access’ function g( � r , � v ) of position and velocity,

ith values of 0 or 1 characterizing the cycloidal ion trajec-

ories allowed ( g = 1) or blocked ( g = 0) by the body. We then

ntegrated (numerically) the resulting position dependent velocity

istribution F i ( � r , � v ) = g i ( � r , � v ) f i ( � v ) over the exospheric volume V

round the body, up to 100 km altitude, to estimate the globally

veraged velocity distribution function F 
avg 

i 
( 
→ 

v ) = 

∫ 
V F i ( 

→ 

r , 
→ 

v ) d 3 
→ 

r .

inally, we integrated over 4 π steradians of angular space to ob-

ain the average distribution versus velocity magnitude v around

he body, i.e., F 
avg 

i 
(v ) = 

∫ 
F 

avg 
i 

( � v ) d�, where d� = v 2 cos α dα dβ
n terms of polar angle and azimuth α and β . In Fig. 15 we show

he distributions versus velocity magnitude for H 

+ and O 

+ at

ione and Rhea. For electrons (at energies below 1 keV relevant

or exospheric ionization) the gyroradii are much smaller than the

ody, and the guiding center drift is negligible, simplifying the

nalysis. Accordingly, for electrons we used the ( Schippers et al.,

008 ) velocity distributions for the Dione and Rhea orbital radii,

s shown in Fig. 16 , without further processing. 

The last step was to estimate the average interaction rates

 Table 3 ) by convolving the cross sections ( σ ( v ) from Figs. 13–15 )

nd distributions ( F avg ( v ) from Figs. 16 to 17 ), i.e., 

ate = 

∫ 
F avg (v ) σ (v ) dv . (1)

In Fig. 18 we show the cumulative integrals (versus energy) to

emonstrate the process. 
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